This book is an awesome story! It was written by Christopher Paolini. It is about what happens to Eragon; the last true dragon rider! He has to discover his true destiny and battle vile villains on the way. My favorite parts were with the dragons because when a character rides a dragon, you feel as if you're really there; right behind Eragon on Saphira's rough scales. Another reason is when the dragons swoop down and fly back up again.

The characters didn't fight dragons; they actually rode on dragons. It is important to know some knowledge about the Middle Ages to read this book. The general theme of “Eldest” is fantasy. Other themes “Eldest” included are: action, adventure and suspense.

There are many characters; each is unique and has a very different personality. The main characters are: Eragon, Arya, Roran, Murtagh, Galbatorix and many more. I would recommend this to people who love fantasy and dragons. “Eldest” is probably one of the best works of fantasy I have read; it is truly an amazing story!